
I will be able 
to define

and identify 
Prepositions





A word that shows the 
relationship of a noun

or a pronoun to 
another word. It tells us 
about three things: time,

place, and direction.





The beanstalk towered 
over Jack’s house.



Our tickets were under 
the main stage.



about

above

along

as

at

after

against

among

before

across

around

amid

aboard

below

beneath

beyond

by

for

beside

between

concerning

except

during

down

but

behind

inside

into

off

in

of

like

near

onto

over

outside

out

on

from

since

through

under

to

till

throughout

toward

up

within

with

upon

until

past
Most Commonly Used





Write 3 sentences 
that describe the 

picture below. Make 
sure each sentence 

includes a 
Preposition.





or



Some prepositions can 
also be used as adverbs. 
To be sure that a word is 
used as a preposition, 
ask whether the word 

relates a noun 
or pronoun to 

another word.



Adverb: The runner 
fell behind.



Preposition: The paper 
fell behind the cabinet.





Label each of the 
sentences below with 

either a P if the  
underlined word is a 

Preposition or an A 
if the underlined word 

is an Adverb.



Welcome aboard.

Welcome aboard
our boat.

Make sure to          
look around.

Head around the bend.



Prepositions
that consist of 
two or more 

words.



By means of

In addition to

On account of

As of

Aside from

Because of

According to

In front of

Out of

Prior to

In spite of

Instead of

Next to

In place of





Fill in the blanks 
of the following 
sentences with a 

Compound 
Preposition.



___ my parents, I am going 
to regret my decision.

I am not going to pass this 
class ___ my not completing 

my homework.

Standing ___ the class 
was petrifying.



In your own words, 
define and explain how 

to identify Prepositions 
in sentences.  Minimum 3 

sentences.


